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I just realized that XSP's MER is only .15%. Are there any reasons to consider any of those US based ETF's? 

XSP is currency hedged. Since currency exchange is a zero-sum game, buying unhedged US based ETF's like
SPY and IVV will only introduce volatilities without added-values.

Any thoughts?
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Hi Silverm:

The expenses of XSP are a little higher since it uses its US ETF as its holding in the portfolio which has an 
MER of 0.09%, putting the total MER for XSP at 0.24%. Plus, I am pretty sure that the cost of hedging is not in
the MER. The reason for this is because they most likely use futures contracts to facilitate this hedge and they
consider this a portfolio security. To hedge they will either lose money on the futures contract or the currency 
(while making money on the other)and so the currency hedge will be seen as a reduction of the return of the 
portolio (not an increase in the MER). I was told once that currency hedging can cost about 0.50%. I haven't
been able to verify this, but it sounds about right.

What that means is that XSP should underperform the S&P500 index by about 0.74% but without any currency 
risk. When the US dollar is falling rapidly this cost gets buried quite well in the returns.

On that note, I sure hope no one switched from mutual funds to ETFs because they were getting tired of 
hidden fees!
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Thank you, optsyeagle. Do you personally hedge your US contents? 

The only hedged US index mutual fund that I know of is Altamira Precision U.S. RSP Index, and their MER is 
0.54%. So still higher than XSP before counting the reduction in returns due to future contracts. 

I've been thinking of buying VTI for the longest time but it's unhedged. Stock markets generally go up in the
long run, but this rule doesn't apply to currency exchange. It doesn't pay to be patient. 
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I have quite a bit in the foreign markets so, yes, I do invest in some of the hedged funds. I own both XSP and
Alt.Precision US as well as RBC O'Shaughn US Growth, that are all hedged. I also own a lot of the unhedged
ones as well.

A guy can only take the pain of a falling currency for so long. I suspect this currency move will reverse some
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